Youth are a key investment
for accountability and
public integrity
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Teen Times, like many youth
oriented groups all over the

 
   
school year to “Youth 2030”
       
September 2018, in the context of the 73rd United Na       
 ! "#  
Debate, the UN Secretary
  $# %$ 
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to working with and for
$! ** +   egy will act as an umbrella
framework to guide the UN
     !   
pillars (peace and security,
human rights and sustain#* 
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Far from home, dealing
with Mr. Covid
Chantalia Van Heynegen

Fe a t u r e

All around the world, students are facing many challenges with school, due to
the Coivd-19 pandemic. As
a member of Teen Times, I
got the opportunity to interview some students who
are furthering their studies
abroad. Here’s some feedback from some students
    4$ !
to the new way of learning
and living – many thanks to
all the students who par * 

Covid-19 cases in your area?
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3. Are you experiencing any
challenges thus far either
with distance- or on campus- learning?
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4. How does it feel to be
away from your family during this pandemic?
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Student in the USA
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5. Has the pandemic affected you in any way?
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Far from home

...continued from pg. 4
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Currently on the island,
every facility requires the
wearing of masks and keeping a two-metre distance
for the safety of everyone.
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4  B    { B%
very important to know
your surroundings and understand what’s going on,
so this is something I do
daily by keeping up with any
news press that is published
  "
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The Hague University and
they’ve implemented a
    (    
yearning to get back to
      
learning. They did this by
establishing one day where
!7   
to get that face to face in   lowing are online learning.
& 5  $ 4$ !
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I have been doing distance
learning since March, so
    !  
       
to now. However, with the
school having the opportunity to actually coordinate this new method of
distance learning for the
!   
work is placed on us than
what we were accustomed
to in the previous school
year. I guess this is because
in the previous year, everything happened so abruptly
there wasn’t proper coor  " L  B  
      
learning because I’m human and you yearn for
       
 > D 
with certain courses. Also,
! !  
schooling, I was not drowning in so much work.
(  $ G* !
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 B    
my school has incorporated both methods of
learning. With the tradi   
know, the Netherlands is
currently facing a second
wave in which daily cases
     
 !      
wave of the pandemic.
8 !     
learning, they would have
    >   
maximum of 1.5 metres
away from each other and
some classes would require
group work, so you can imagine how that goes. In ad    ! 
to have facemasks on in the
school, so you can also im-

agine that.
With distance learning, being home and having to
make your own schedule for
yourself makes it way easier
to get distracted and to not
be focused rather than if you
    > !  
mode is: “Hey! It’s working
       
focused and serious!” Then
you know you cannot afford to get distracted. In my
       
focused is a challenge for
everyone.
J 5      
  $ $!  *   B
L      
wave of the pandemic, I was
home with family for quite
  "L !  
this second wave of the pandemic in the Netherlands,
% 7  B! 
say, because it’s not all the
 !   
and possibly expose yourself
to the risk of being infected
with the virus. So you are
mostly home and trying
as much as possible not to
move.

:5  *    ; $  B
In my opinion, this pandemic
   E  ple all over the world as
many have lost jobs, places
to stay and food to eat and
this can be seen on all kinds
      z "
However, I didn’t personally
experience this aspect of the
pandemic. I was impacted
   ing in lockdown and having
nowhere to go was hard to
get through. This impacted

     ! 
  E tal state daily. Some days I
would be depressed or sad,
or I would feel empty and it
!       
to cope. However, this pan     E 
   (   D
evaluate myself as a person
and changing certain habits
!  
decision for me, also building
a closer bond with my fam > !
cell phone and having face to
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   !    rently in our second wave
and it was recently implemented to shut down
bars, restaurants and cer        
10:00pm. Also, on public
    % sary to wear masks, or else
if the controller sees you
without a mask you would
   N   
are limited to a certain
number of guests in your
house as well as in an area,
and if this is not complied
with, similar to the masks,
 !  "
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Away from home during a pandemic

By Antonet

Coronavirus is an
ongoing health cri    ; 
more than just the
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was
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but I had everything I needed.

and felt that our bond grew X 
stronger.
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A resource that would have  
  &      The comfort of being home
would have been a plane has made me too comfort(   $  F    able.
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My classes are hybrid. I do I spent the peak of the pan    demic with friends and God
   "B mostly. It contributed to the
feel like I cannot ask as many reduced feeling of a sense of
& B!  ( "
  "

nowing that college is
stressful, I conducted
a survey to learn how
students abroad have been
coping amidst the pandemic.

        
      
  
I take hybrid classes and it’s
alright so far.
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Although I feel this way, I
have been trying hard to keep
* "B B%
  7 !    D   
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to the virus.

     
    
    
  
I’m taking virtual
classes and I feel
just as I felt earlier in the
year. It’s hard and all we
want to do is to lie down
!6z A  
socialize; but my school
work is a top priority, so I
get it done.
!"     
I hope everyone is doing
well in school and that they
are taking care of their
mental state. In the end,
  ! "
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I spent it with my family at
home and I’m glad I did be-

Dealing with Mr. Rona

By Evelyne Ilceus
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groups whose contacts I
don’t have.

Person 1: Corona hasn’t re E      
since I wasn’t a part of any
social group before corona
and I’m not that much of a
social person.

Person 2: Corona hasn’t re E     
other than the fact that
teachers think it is okay to
assign students work out of
class, simply because schooling is now done online.

\ 5
   ; 
your school life?

Person 1: When it comes to
my school life, corona hasn’t
E   " B% ally an advantage for me to
have school online since I can
\5
   ;  record my classes and watch
them to review for tests.
your social life?

Person 2: Before corona, I
!      B  
more sports, but now I’m
just slumped at home scrolling through social media.

8

cause they provided me with so
much comfort. My
mental state was
stable because of
my family.

Person 3: Corona has
stopped me from going to
the movies and to my base     B %
really been able to keep
in contact with my friends

Person 3: Corona is really
E      " B%
not as focused since I have
two other siblings who are
having school at the same
   E
mom is cursing out my third
sibling in the background
while also asking me to do
some chores. I’m also always
having internet problems so

B% ! 7
 " 8    
makes it hard to grasp certain topics.

posed to visit me this summer and corona messed
that up for me. Because of
        %
visited me to date.

\^      
$*  $    $ Person 2: What I miss the
most miss?
most is being able to go out
and have fun with my friends
Person 1: My sister was sup- like I used to do before co-

rona.
Person 3: What I miss the
most is the physical contact I used to have with my
friends before corona. I no
longer hug my friends when
  B%  
      
bad coronavirus.

How Covid-19 has affected

my social & educational life
By Cecilly Nicholas

Reanna Siviebadan – 16
4 ! C  D; 
E      
    ! %
really go out or even be
social with each other.
I stay connected to my
friends through technol  % !  E ent to being right there

4           
adapt to; and I for one has
    "8 
are many problems I have
faced since online learning
was implemented, such as
!  E 
I require face to face inter !   

causes most of
my assignments
to be incomplete.
Being in front of a
computer for several hours causes
headaches,
eye
soreness and other issues.

7   
being at home can have
      B
tend to lose focus. Besides
school, I personally have
not missed anything, but
in fact have obtained and
  E      /  stance; walking with family
in the evenings, pursuing
my modelling dreams and
even learning to cook lavish meals.
Kandice Chambers – 16
B 7 $" 5    L 
School and I am currently
a senior. Back in March
!   
on the island, we went into
&      
complete lockdown for
months. We then started
online classes and are cur      
classes. The coronavirus
    
my social life. Although
B !%     
with my friends physically,
!       
through the media. As a
student, I learn best by
       
and physically doing the
work that is given. When
we began online schooling,
B       !soever; I honestly thought
that term-3 would not be
counted, seeing the circumstances on the island.

I was unable to focus and I
did not feel as if I was truly
learning; I understood the
work given, but to apply it
was one of the main challenges I faced.
Now that I am a senior
doing online schooling, I
have to force myself to remain focused as well as be
on top of my work. Every
 B     
 B  
     A
year, I will not be in school.
Socially, I have lost friendships, but I also gained
   
with inspiring individuals. I would not say that
   !E
     B
learned many new things
about life, friendships and
even myself. I would say
coronavirus really opened
  E  
in life.
Cashante Benjamin – 15
C  D;  E
  E   
of my life in. In the edu      
closed physically due to
the virus, and we are now
     "M tual schooling is a struggle
for me since I am not accustomed to it and it is also
 ?B ternet problems and this

Socially, most kids
need to be outside
and with people
to release their
energy and socialize with others; but this
cannot happen due to
C  D;"6  
to communicate physically with peers can be
   ?   " Jing at home and not
able to chat with friends
    ? 
uncomfortable for everyone. Social distancing
also plays a huge role in
the pandemic. Finally, I
miss being in school with
my friends, having a nice
      
out with each other.
The coronavirus has
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As we all know, we are
currently facing a global
pandemic, which has
; 
 **
around the world. The
pandemic has brought
quite a few changes to
our lives. We adapted
to new norms, such as
social distancing, prac !    ! 
reducing the amount
    *  !
crowds. This global pandemic has had a major
impact on our social life;
$   *   izing with friends and
!!;*  
have become very limwith each other.
ited.
C  D;   
Schools have switched E  from in-person learning  "  
to online learning which I am trying my
is very troublesome for best to cope with
most students. I inter- online school, it
viewed some of my peers gets hard and frus   !C  D;     "
 E      Nevertheless, I do
life and asked them what what I have to do.
 ?  %  4   B  
   %      is being able to
to school in-person. Be- actually go places
low are their responses: or be out without
fearing that there is a virus out there and there is
Manuel Gonzalez – 15
I am a student at St. a possibility that you can
Maarten Academy (Aca-  " C  D;   " 8 C4MB5D; ally changed all our lives
    E     B   
   "5 ( faith that everything will
      be normal again.
   B%  (      " Beyoncé Williams – 16
Speaking from an edu- I am a St. Maarten Acad 
   ! emy student, currently in
       my last year of high school.
E     " Right now in the world,
5         !         
rules and the rising num- lives against the coronavi   C4MB5D;  " B  E 
I am subjected to digi- people including myself.
tal learning. This means B    E 
I learn through various        "
z   B  Not being able to socialbeen instructed by my ize and mingle with my
teachers to download. friends without being cau      
This is stressful but it has
 " L  B social distancing rules has
  %     been hard for me. Also,
online school, although I  !         B   ing learned through online
going out with my friends z  and not having to wear a lenging – not only for me,
but for my peers.
mask!

9

Teachers/Students
face a multitude of
problems
This pandemic has brought about new chal!  G*  #;ent ways. Our teachers play a vital role in today’s society by giving knowledge to the youth
of our island and so we were curious as to how
they were coping with this current global crisis.
Below is my interview with a St. Dominic High
School teacher.
\>  $* !#sus in-person teaching?
Online teaching is where educators work with
students from a distant or on the internet; the
   !     
internet. In-person teaching is where there is
face-to-face learning (not virtual), and teachers
and students can interact in a physical environment.

\  !   
; $*  !  B
8        ic period were harder to achieve; online learning goes much slower and you have to foster
students’ learning environment. The form of
assessments given had to be altered as well –
   !    
 "
\ >     $!!  $ #  
 !$ * Z  $4   *  
others?
Students are very passive online; therefore, I’m
not able to have a day-to-day assessment of
the learning process. There is limited collabo       D
centred. I am not able to assess if students are
using subject material correctly, e.g., a compass,
protractor.
\ L $  M $ $  #  *
  $$ *  B
I do think most students have adapted well to
   z   
are a few students who are having challenges
!    z "
\ >   *#    $  M  
made to the teaching experience for students?
A blended approach will help alleviate the challenges of online learning.
\ 5
E^LB

 $   $

!  

$ C4MB5    "6 !B >   er for most of the day – this hampers the inter      
   "8        
! ( &     "
\L$   !* B
Yes, for sure. I love to interact with my students
and be able to see them face-to-face. I love to
observe their expressions when a concept is being taught. Having discussions with my students
enhances the teaching process. School was not
only a place of learning, but a place of social in        
            ships with peers and teachers.
\ L $  M   * #  ! #
impact of this pandemic on students has been
!Z B
B (     pact on students. Remote learning has resulted
in an increase in anxiety, depression, social iso      
hopelessness for most students. Children are
      " 6    
they have concerns about CoVid-19 and its effects on their physical wellbeing, but many children are struggling with the impact of new economic stress due to parental job loss, and the
uncertainty regarding school, socializing, travel,
and day-to-day living. Moreover, there are frus          !     z 
establishing a learning environment within the
home that is conducive to studying.
\>  M*!$ #   M
this?
F             
!       dents that we don’t want to be
lost. We need to prepare this
    (( 
thinkers. Amidst the pandemic,
we have a responsibility as educators to equip these students
with the tools they will need to
be global ambassadors. With
this is mind, teachers have to
  !   !
means to educate this genera"1  ( cess.

\>  $ $ M* # B
Students need to stay focused and avoid dis  "8    
strive to achieve this goal.
\>  $  * $ 
   $! $   B
The school has ensured that each student and
       !   z   
used and there is access to internet and devices.
\    M $   $ $!  E^L* 
8            
!      C4MB5
" 8           
             pate in this remote learning. If parents cannot
E     !    
the government to provide these resources to
everyone that needs them.
\      
   *  
#$ $    
online classes?
There are some students who are enjoying the
       7   z N       
are students who are struggling and performing
worse.
\>  # $ #*   M
their students’ online learning experience better?
*          "8  
that their students have an area at home to do
their classes. Parents need to be cognizant that
when their children are in class (even though
they are at home), they should not be distracted. Children need to be given the tools such as
devices, internet to have their classes each day.

Fe a t u r e

\>   *   !$ $ing this pandemic and how did you overcome
it?
One personal challenge I faced during this pandemic is using the keyboard to type formula and
symbols. I overcame this challenge by upgrading myself with a touch screen computer that
included a stylus.

Overall, everyone has to work together in order
    3  0     
4  +1       
    
          
    5  . 0 ,      3          
    0         +
1
 0        
           
         tude through it all!
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We are very proud to once again have a full, positive and energetic group of writers for this school year. We
are eager to get to work and empower, educate, entertain and enlighten our peers through our writing and look
forward to their contributions as well. We will always be for the youth and by the youth.
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A DELAY IN THE ACADEMIC LIVES
OF THE YOUTH DUE TO COVID-19

By Juliana Guerina

The
coronavirus
quickly became a
worldwide pandemic, with about 40
million cases and
nine million active
cases
worldwide.
This pandemic has
caused many business owners to shut
down their business, people to lose
their jobs, and even
    ternative ways to
go to school.

ing at USM, but now I
will be working for six
months. Other than
that, I am trying to
learn and develop my
skills.
Student B: To keep
myself busy, I am doing foreign language
studies on my own
and I also got a job.
4.
What
lessons
have you learned
from this pandemic?
Student A: A lesson I
learned from this pandemic is to take it seriously and not take it
as a joke. Try to focus
on the present instead
of planning unnecessarily.
Student B: Lots of self  
appreciate the simple
joys of life and spending time with family;
the importance of taking a break because
schedules during a
pandemic can be very
hectic, overwhelming
and uncertain.

Fe a t u r e
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hile many students are continuing school
online, many students
have not been able to
further their education
because of Covid. Here
in St. Maarten, a lot of
high school graduates
were not able to leave
for college, leaving
them no choice but to
take a gap year. Every

   
feelings and experiences during this situation. I interviewed
two
students
who
shared about their
delayed college experience due to Covid;
they wanted to stay
anonymous so we’ll
call them Student A
and Student B.

5. What advice do
you have for students like you who
got held back because of Covid?
Student A: My advice
for students like me is
try not to stress too
much, talk to your
parents and older sibling about what and
how you’re feeling and
just relax; also use
this time to work on
yourself.
Student B: Take a
breather. It’s okay to
be behind. Focus on
yourself, your friends
and your family and
      
out what you truly
want.

1. What were your
plans for college before the pandemic?
Student A: Before Covid, my plan was to go
to Holland in August
to study with my sister.
Student B: Before the
pandemic, my plan
was to go back home
(to the motherland) to
study in the medical

2. What are your
plans now?
Student A: The plan
right now is that I will
be travelling next year
to Holland in August,
and because of the
pandemic, my results
for my exams came in
late.
Student B: The pandemic just delayed
that process, but I still
have the same plan
overall.
3. What are you doing to keep yourself
busy?
Student A: Well, I
was not doing much
for some time, because I was home all
day. I was thinking of
doing a job or study-

Although things may
not go as planned, you
should take this time
to develop and learn
new skills. For some
people, this gap year
  
  
out and knowing what
they actually want to
do in the future. Just
remember that you’re
not the only one going
through this. There
are many people in
similar situations going through the same
problems as you. However, this will all pass
and many lessons will
be learned afterward
because “there is no
success without hardship.” ~Sophocles

A look into the video
commemoration of 10-10-10
By Rohan Goswami
St. Maarten obtained its country status on
October 10, 2010, popularly referred to as 1010-10. The importance of becoming an autonomous country in the Kingdom of the Netherlands is understood by many, but maybe not so
much. In observance of 10-10-10, well known
island personality, the honourable culturist
Clara Reyes, organised a video commemora *!           !
measures as dictated by COVID-19, this video
consisted of interviews with Ministers, as
   $       *    Q
Maarten.
I interviewed Ms. Clara Reyes on this video
   "

The importance of 10-10-10 to the island is that
it helped to establish St. Maarten as a country
within the Dutch kingdom. It gave St. Maarten
 !    N   $" F  frastructure that helps it to strategize for self   D   " 8   
! !   ",
    " ,  !     
!         
the ombudsman, and quite a few other minis          E 
that day.
However, in short, it put St. Maarteners in a po          !  ance. From what I heard during the interviews,
             
the ails of our society and the fact that we were
   !     6  "L !  
allows us to be fully responsible in being proac    "
\ L $  M   $      $P   $   *   
that the island received on 10-10-10 and about
 ! *      B
The process of 10-10-10 took about 20 years,
     <     !  
campaign of keeping the community involved in
 N  !   
trips to town halls and villages as well as conferences and media, and the public was largely
  !!  "K 
#' #<<<          ple people who have been born and that have

migrated to St. Maarten and I feel like these
      K   !
< K   !   
on this and so we, with this documentary, hope
              
"P     & B
        able on social media like radio programmes and
blogs, etc., and the St. Maarten people are fully
      
just need to avail themselves to it.

       
society, and so we decided to bring in the dance,
   (!     pects of St. Maarten. Each component was necessary because it complements the other, and
brings about a rich account of 10-10-10.

\ >   $ ! $  *    $  
project?

Yes, I think we will eventually receive this status. I think more and more people are realising that this status provides us with autonomy,
            
on the planet. The reality is we are a colony,
and who wants to be a colony in the 21st cen    !   
independence because it provides us with full
growth.

,      (  <     
St. Maarten becoming a country within the
(     6 " 8 !  
!  
    
B     !  #<D 
" 8
story dates back to when there were six islands
   6  
 E   " 8       
$"F %       dom. There was a referendum that took place
;;)       
prior to 1994. Unfortunately, we were hit by
Hurricane Luis in 1995 which caused tremen  " K        
took place in 2000, which began the 10-year
journey to freedom. The fact that this year is
the 10th anniversary was what drove me to do
this program, to establish with the public what
this is, as well as who were the key protagonists
in this pivotal moment in St. Maarten.
\ E  $ G*  
   $
the components of
the program and the
reason behind each
component?
, (! 
program would be a
long one, because it
involved both the po      
 " ,  viewed eight out of
the many people who
were instrumental in
this change, and that
was 20 years of history that needed to
  " ,
also felt it necessary
     

\ Q W 
    # $
status; do you think we will receive the status
of a completely independent country in the future?

\5$ $  *   
video?
I received nothing but glowing reports to the
  "1    ! 
     !       
  %( ! "    ! 
not informed of the details and so the response
! ",!      ple of all walks of life on the quality, diversity,
and professional level of the work and people
were happy that we provided an archive of all
    "
\Z  $!  B
I would like to encourage every St. Maartener
to be engaged and be involved. You have to
( !       !  liament sessions. That is the only way you can
connect to the intricacies of being a true St.
F  "         
by all of us to be fully engaged and to help St.
F           
be. This is all of our responsibility and we must
work for what we want.
In conclusion, the process of freedom was a
lengthy 20-year process. This isn’t something
many people are aware of, and this video com         ple as well as to provide us with an opportunity
 :      
  
in the past, and the greatness of the 10-10-10
 + &        .   <
=>       ?     +@
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10-10-10 to the island?
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By Kiemoy Fleming
My name is Kiemoy Fleming. I am 16 years of
age, and I paint rocks. I started painting on rocks

         
          
           
         

Fe a t u r e

For me personally, painting gives me the freedom to
put my creative side in the driver’s seat. As none of
my rocks are identical to each other, each order really
allows me to brainstorm and think of new ideas so
that each piece is unique. My rocks are being sold at
the starting price of $15, but prices do vary depending
on the detail of the painting, and the size of the rock
itself.
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By Rohan Goswami
Do you think you would’ve
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had on the already deterio-     "
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n March 11, the World
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VID a “global health crisis”   
and declared it to be the               B-     ! 
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what is considered to be nor-      
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decrease in air travel as well
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that the world began to heal
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Megan Thee Stallion speaks out

he would ﬁnd a way and take care of himself.”

Despite a show-stopping year that saw her ﬁrst pair of No. 1 singles and a culture-deﬁning song (and video) that spawned a lucrative, entertaining cycle of performative outrage from the typical talking heads, Megan Thee Stallion has endured her fair share
of trauma in 2020. On Tuesday, October 13, she expounded on
that trauma in a New York Times op-ed.

“He always did his best,” he continued. “His best was incredible.”
Disney won’t ditch theatrical releases
Disney CEO Bob Chapek recently revealed that the company will
continue to hold theatrical releases for its new movies despite its
focus on online streaming services. On Monday afternoon, Disney

“My initial silence about what happened was out of fear for myself and
my friends,” she continued. “Even as a victim, I have been met with
scepticism and judgment. The way people have publicly questioned
and
debated
whether I played
a role in my own
violent assault
proves that my
fears about discussing
what
happened were,
unfortunately,
warranted.”
Meg ties in her
own experience
to both the expectations of Black women as voters across the country – “Black women are still constantly disrespected and disregarded
in so many areas of life” – and the larger framework of objectiﬁcation
that plagues women and “happens because too many men treat all
women as objects, which helps them to justify inﬂicting abuse against
us when we choose to exercise our own free will.”
Chadwick Boseman’s brother opens up
Shortly before his death from colon cancer in August, Chadwick
Boseman told his brother that he was exhausted. In a new interview
with the New York Times, the late actor’s brother, Derrick Boseman,
revealed that he spoke with him about how he was feeling.
Derrick, a pastor, often
prayed with his brother
over the phone about his
situation, but on that particular day, what Boseman
said to him changed his
prayer. “Man, I’m in the
fourth quarter, and I need
you to get me out of the
game,” he said. Derrick,
understanding what that
meant, altered his religious request.
“When he told me that, I
changed my prayer from,
‘God heal him, God save him,’ to ‘God, let your will be done,’” said
Derrick; “and the next day, he passed away.”

shocked moviegoers worldwide by announcing that it will shift its primary objective to online streaming services as COVID-19 causes the
continued closure of movie theatres across the globe. Streaming has
so far been a success for the company, especially with the arrival of
Disney+ last year, on which all of Disney’s family-friendly content can
be found.
In September, Disney tested its new streaming focus by releasing the
highly-anticipated live action Mulan remake on Disney+. Though the
movie is very controversial, Mulan found success on the online platform, bringing in an increased number of subscriptions and a total of
$35.5 million for Disney on its opening weekend. Even before Mulan,
Disney released Frozen 2 and Onward on Disney+ earlier than expected as the pandemic started, looking to boost the service’s programming line-up.
Dwayne Johnson conﬁrms Black Adam
starts ﬁlming in spring 2021
Filming on Black Adam is ofﬁcially scheduled to begin in spring 2021.
Dwayne Johnson joined the DC family several years ago to play
Black Adam in a movie. At the time, the plan was for Johnson to be
the villain in Shazam! But those plans changed to give Black Adam
a solo ﬁlm instead. Johnson has spent years developing his DC Extended Universe debut and it was ﬁnally making some progress before COVID-19.
Warner Bros. and DC have recently been busy ﬁlling out the cast
around Johnson. Noah Centineo is conﬁrmed to be Atom Smasher,
while Aldis Hodge is set as Hawkman. They are two of the heroes who
will help form the Justice Society of America in Black Adam. However,
some recently began to question the future of the ﬁlm. As part of a
massive release date reshufﬂing, Black Adam lost its December 2021
release date and Warner Bros. didn’t give it a new one. This led some
fans to worry if the movie was going to be signiﬁcantly delayed, but
that doesn’t appear to be the case.

Fe a t u r e

“I was recently the victim of an act of violence by a man. After a party,
I was shot twice as I walked away from him,” Meg wrote, referring to
a July incident involving her and rapper Tory Lanez. “We were not in
a relationship. Truthfully, I was shocked that I ended up in that place.”
(Meg named Tory as the shooter a month after the attack. He’s since
been charged with assault.)

Boseman had been diagnosed with Stage 3 colon cancer in 2016.
His diagnosis came in the midst of his acting career, one that started
with his ﬁrst major role on Persons Unknown in 2010 and became
truly ofﬁcial with his breakthrough turn as baseball player Jackie Robinson in 2013’s 42.
Boseman’s other brother, Kevin, also spoke to the New York Times
about the early days of his brother’s career when his parents had
doubts about whether being an actor would pay off or not. “A lot of
people think making it means becoming an A-list movie star,” he said.
“I didn’t force that. I just knew that if Chad wanted to work in the arts,
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Get ready for Sony’s
PlayStation 5

Fe a t u r e

The PS5 (or PlayStation 5) is Sony’s
long-awaited next-generation console.
It costs $499.99 / £449.99 / AU$749.95
and will be available from November 12
(in select markets such as the US and
Japan) and November 19 for the rest of
the world, including the UK. Sony is also
releasing a Digital Edition of the console, which removes the disc drive and
costs $399.99 / £359.99 / AU$599.95.
After months of speculation, leaks and announcements, we now know pretty much
everything about the PS5. Though Sony’s
marketing strategy has been to drip-feed
information, we’ve now seen the PS5 design (including a full teardown video and a
look at the new UI), know all about the PS5
games coming to the console – including Horizon Forbidden West and SpiderMan: Miles Morales – and been given an
in-depth look at the console’s specs and
features. These include an NVMe SSD for
super-fast load times, ray-tracing support,
a built-in 4K Blu-ray player, and backwards
compatibility
with
thousands of titles
in the PS4’s game
library.

conﬁrmed it’s going to be releasing a PS5
Digital Edition – a streamlined, digital-only
console without a disc drive.
Both consoles are going to be pretty powerful from what we know about the PS5
specs. We’ll cover them in full below, but

specs-wise, the PS5 (and its digital alternative) are rocking an AMD Zen 2-based CPU
with 8 cores at 3.5GHz, 16GB of GDDR6
memory, and a custom RDNA 2 AMD GPU
that puts out 10.28 TFLOPs of processing power.
That might
sound like
nonsense if
you’re not
up on this
kind of jargon,
but
prospective
PS5 players
have a lot to
be excited
about.
PS5:
KEY
FACTS
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UÊ7 iÊÃÊÌÃÊÀii>Ãi¶
November 12 in US, Canada, Australia,
New Zealand, Japan, Mexico, South Korea, and November 19 for the rest of the
world.
UÊ 7 >ÌÊ ÜÊ Ì iÊ *-xÊ
VÃÌ¶
The
standard
console will cost
$499.99 / £449.99
/ AU$749.95; and
the disc less PS5
Digital
Edition
$399.99 / £359.99 /
AU$599.95.

However, and most
importantly, we ﬁnally know the PS5
price and release
date – and it’s set
to go head-to-head
with
Microsoft’s
Xbox Series X. Both
consoles will be hot
property this November, and will be
vying for consumers’
cash come the holiday season.
The PS5 is vastly different console to the
PS4, with its space-age black-and-white
colour scheme representing a noticeable
shift from PlayStation designs of the past.
There’s also more than one PS5 console
releasing this year, too, as Sony has also

The Sony PS5 is the next-gen PlayStation
console.

UÊ7 >ÌÊÃÊÌ¶

UÊ7 >ÌÊV>ÊÊ«>ÞÊÊ
Ì¶
Loads of games!
They include a new
Spider-Man entry, a
Horizon Zero Dawn
sequel, a Demon’s
Souls remake, and
much more to come.
UÊ >ÊÊ«>ÞÊ*-{Ê}>iÃÊÊÌ iÊ*-x¶Ê
Yes! The PS5 is backwards compatible
with “almost all” PS4 games – earlier generations are still to be conﬁrmed. It will
launch with support for the majority of the
top 100 PS4 games, but it’s been suggested support will extend to most of the
PS4’s library.
UÊ7ÊÌ iÊ*-xÊÃÕ««ÀÌÊ*-{Ê>VViÃÃÀiÃ¶
Mostly. The DualShock 4 controller will
work with supported PS4 games, while
ofﬁcially licensed PS4 arcade sticks, ﬂight
sticks; racing wheels and some PS4 headsets are supported.
UÊ7Ê*-xÊ >ÛiÊ6,¶
Oh yes. The next-gen console will support
current PSVR hardware, and there are also
rumours of PSVR 2.

